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INTRODUCTION
This
memorandom describes
in detail, the
requirements and
implementation
plans for a new subsystem
that will provide the
Lapa~ility
to
test and
diagnose Multics
processors,
in
an
isolated online environment.
This new subsystem, which runs as a
sub-executive under the ~OLTS test and diagnostic executive, will
Le known as the ISolated QnLine !est System and will be referred
to throughout this document by the acronym, ISOLTS.
Comments on
the material provided
in this document are
invited and may be
inai led, via U. s. mail to:
Jarnes A. Bush
Honeywell Information Systems
Mail Station B-84
P. o. t3ox 6000
Phoenix, Arizona 85005
or by Multi cs mail on System

M

to:

t:luSh. MTD
PURPOSE

The purpuse of the ISOLTS
subsystem is to orovide Multics
sites that
hdve redundant
processors, a high
degree of system
av~1lability and
reduce the mean time
to repair
(MTTR) for
a
fai Led Multics
processor. The ISOLTS
subsystem will allow Field
t:ngineering to:

Maintainability
Design
and Multics
Project
Internal
working
Documentation.
Not to be
reproduced or
distributed outside of
the Maintainability Design unit and the Multics Project.
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run tests on a failing or suspect processor
diagnose and repair the failing processor
rerun the tests to verify successful repair
return the repaired
processor to computer operations to
be added to the system

All this
can be
done
online, in an
isolated environment
without fear that
the suspect p~ocessor will damage the ~ultics
storage system or impair other users of the system.
DESIGN CRITERIA
Redundant
processors are prevalent at
most current Multics
sites and with the
recent announcement of
the Level 68 DPS, all
future Multics
sites will
have at least 2 processors. Multiple
processor systems make a site much more flexible and less subject
to long system
interruptions, due to
processor failure. This is
important
because most
Multics sites operate in a time sharing
service bureau environment
and long system interruptions could
have costly
and other adverse effects on the user community of
such a system. However, a service bureau environment normally
requires that a system remain in service for most of the day and
night.
This
is
where
the
problem lies.
After a system
interruption has occurred and it is determined that a processor
has
failed,
the
failing
processor
is
removed
from
the
configur3tion and the system is brought back up for service in a
Jegraded mode. How is the
failing processor diagnosed and fixed,
so it may be returned to service? There are several alternatives
listed below:
a.

b.

c.
d.

Field Engineering personnel could keep the system down,
run the offline T & Os on the failinq processor, fix the
problem and then return
the failing
processor and the
system to service.
If a redundant
IOM, console, tape subsystem and printer
are
available,
Field
Engineering
personnel
could
diagnose and fix the
failing processor in parallel with
degraded service.
The failing
processor could be added to the system and
online tests
could be run against
it, to determine the
failure.
The
failing
processor and an area of memory could be
dedicated to a diagnostic
user. Isolated tests could be
run on the failing
processor from the active system. In
this
case
the power of
the online
system would be
available
to
provide
test
sequencing, control
and
diagnostics.

Alternatives Ca> and
Cb> are too costly to be considered
practical.
Alternative Cc> is risky at best.
A means exists to
guarantee that a user will execute on a oarticular processor, but
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there is no
means available to keep other
users from using the
same processor. If the failure only occurs in the user ring, this
type of testing might prove sufficient, but if the failure occurs
in the hardcore supervisor, file system
damage may result from
continued use of the failing processor.
Alternative
Cd)
however,
offers all
the
advantages
of
alternative
(b), but without
requiring the
redundant hardware.
Therefore,
alternative (d) has been chosen as the basis for the
des iyn of ISOL TS.
OVERVIEW

The ISOLTS subsystem, may be
thought of as two isolated and
independent pieces
of procedure code that
communicate with each
other for
service.
The lSOLTS
driver operates from an active
Multics process and controls the testing and test sequencinq of a
processor that is under test.
Test programs, loaded into an appropriate area of memory by
the ISOLTS driver
and executed by the
processor under test, are
used to do the
actual testing.
Communication between the ~SOLTS
driver and the test programs is accomplished thro~gh the us~ of a
communication reqion, located at a predefined and unpaged area in
memory.
Communication from
the ISOLTS driver
to the test programs,
might
include
such
requests as:
execute
test
program: halt
operation
immediately;
execute
program
opt{ons:
e~c.
Communication
requests
from the
test
programs
to the
ISOLTS
driver
might
include:
test
program complete:
load next test
program;
display error messaqe; etc.
Isolation C3n be
said to occur by the
fact that the memory
area used for the
test programs is dedicated and is not subject
to demand paging as
~ost other
system memory
is. The base 64k
words of memory on a
non-boatload system
controller is used for
testing Cun ti l
processor addressing is
veri fi.ed sufficiently. to
dssure that an erroneous address above 64k will no~ be generat~d,
the entire system
controller and its
memory is usu~ped from the
system>. The operator is requested to
reconfigure the processor
under test
such that the
selected system
controller and memory
will become zero based memory for that processor. The operator is
also asked to disable all other
processor ports and insert a 64k
aodress plug in place of the
current
address plug for
the
selected system controller port.
Hecduse operator intervention is required to reconfiqure the
processor,
and very
few
functions
on that
processor can
be
assumed to be operating
correctly, many precautions are taken to
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insure
that the
inteyrity.

processor

under test

will not

degrade system

The active Multics process,
in which the
ISOLTS driver is
cxPcuting, h~s access to the dedicated memory area by means of an
unpaged Segment Descriptor
Word (SDW). The unpaged SDW that is
hui lt has
the absolute
wstem address of the
dedicated memory
area, and a bounds of 64k. This SOW is
swapped for the SDW of a
segment in the hardcore address
space reserved for that purpose.
The ISOLTS driver process may
now reference the dedicated memory
as conti1uous
storage by merely using a pointer to the reserved
hardcore segment.
The ISOLTS driver process
can now load
test programs into
the dedicated memory area and cause the processor under test to
execute these
programs by
simulating an
interrupt
with a Set
Memory
ControllPr
Interrupt
Cell
CSMIC>
instruction.
The
communication region is checked periodically for test completion
and or an error condition. This sequence is repeated for the next
test and continues until no tests remain to be executed, an error
occurs or the ISOLTS user requests
program options. If an error
occurs, the
resultant error message is
written
to an error
message file,
which can be
selectively displayed on the ISOLTS
user terminal or oprinted by user option.
When ISOLTS testing is
complete or if the ISOLTS process is
wrapped up,
either
hy
error
or
by
the
user
requesting
termination,
the
reconfiguration process
is
reversed.
The
dedicated memory is
returned to the
system, the processor under
test is made available for dynamic
reconfiguration, and the SDW
for the reserved hardcore segment is set to "O"b.
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THE ISOLTS DRIVER
fhe ISOLTS driver
is a pl1 procedure
that provides service
and interface functions for the entire ISOLTS subsystem. Control
is µasseJ to the ISOLTS driver from the TOLTS executive, when the
key wor d " i so l t s '' i s e n t e red by the user in response to the TOLTS
query:
***enter "polts", "molts", "isolts", "quit", or "msg1"
")

..,

")

Although the functions of the ISOLTS driver are described in
more detail in
later
sections
of this
document,
it might be
helpful
to
summarize these
functions
here. The
ISOLTS driver
"' i l l :

information
c on f i q u rat i on
with
testing.
that are
available for

0

Provide
thie
user
concerning the
CPUs
<e.g. test pcd).

0

Provide
an
interface
reconfigurdtion software,
testing environment.

o

Provide an interface with the operator query facility to
communicate
manual
reconfiguration
requests to
the
system operator.

0

Provide a
hardcore
interface to
instructions CSMIC, SSCR, etc.).

0

0

0

I SOL TS
hardcore
to
the
up or destrny
the
to set

Provide a user
interface and
active test programs.

execute

options

privileged

control for the

Provide service functions Li k e loading tests, displayinq
error messages, executing test options, etc.
Provide error
control.

message

f i le
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ISOLTS HARDCORE RECONFIGURATION

In order to provide isolation from the active Multics system
dnd file system, the dynamic reconfiguration of a processor to be
tested as well
as a non-bootload syst~m
controller,
will
be
necessary. Ta effect this
reconfiguration, entries will be added
to several
hardcore
reconfiguration modules.
These new entries
will be described in
later oaragraohs.
First however, new data
structures: in the ·system configuration data base <scs), must be
defined. These new data
structures will facilitate communication
bet ween
t he ,, e ~-1
r e c on f i g u r a t i on
mod •J l es •
The s e
new data
structures are defined below:
declare 1 srs$processor_test_data aligned ext,
( 2 act i ve bi t ( 1 ) ,
2 scu_state bit (2),
2 pad bit (15),
2 cou_tag fixed bin CS),
2 scu_tag fixed bin CS>,
2 ma s k _ c p u f i x e d b i n C5 ) ) un a l i g n e d ;
declare scs$cfg_data_save fixed bin C71) aligned ext:
declare ses$cpu_test_mask bit C72) aligned ext:
declare scsicpu_test_pattern bit C36> aligned ext;
1. µrocessor_test_data.acti ve
This
is a flag
to
indicate
that
the contents of
the
processor_test_data structure is valid and isolated testing
of the d~fin~d processor is in progrec;s.

2 • processor_ t est_ d at a. s cu_ state
is a value
representing the
current state of
the scu,
defined bf processor_test_data.scu_t~g, for reconfiquration
and deconfiguration
ourposes. The
scu_state values
are
defined below:
"OO"b - SCU defined hy
processor_test_data.scu_tag not
yet
effected.
"01"b
All 111emory has been
removed from
the pagi,,g pool,
port mask still unchanged.
"10"b - All memory
has been
removed from
the paging pool,
port masks have been
changed to enable only the cpu
under
test
and
the
cpu
designated
by
processor_test_data.mask_cpu.
"11"b - All memory above 64k has been returned to the system
paging
pool, original
port mask
restored with the
addition of the port that the cpu under test is on.
3. processor_test_data.cpu_tag
This is the tag of the processor under test.
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processor_test_data.scu_tag
This is the tag of the
system controller that is being used
for isolate~ testing.

5. processor_test_data.mask_cpu
Is the tag of the
active
processor that has an interrupt
mask
assigne~ to
the
system cont.roller
being used
for
testing.
6.

cfg_data_sdve
is an area to store
the original
SCU config data, via an
RSCR-CFG instruction, to be restored· after ISOLTS testing is
comp l e t e •

7. cpu_test_mask
is the SCU
interrupt mask used to
and 12 for ISOLTS testing.
8.

enable interrupt cells 0

cpu_test_pattern
is a SMIC pattern used to send either an interrupt cell 0 or
12 interrupt to the CPU under test.

The
following
entry
descriptions
reconfiguration entries and there functions:

fotr:t:

describe

the

new

reconfig$check_resource

This is
the
initial entry
to the
ISOLTS
reconfiguration
software.
It is called by the ISOLTS driver, through a hardcore
gate, to check the
processor and system controller
resources
re4uired for isolated testing of a processor.

declare reconfiq$chPck_resource entry Cfixed bin (5),
fixed bin (5), fixed bin (5), fixed bin nsn;
call reconfig$check_resource Ccou_tag, scu_tag,
scu_port, code>:
where:
1•

cpu_tag

2.

scu_tay

3.

scu_port

4.

code

processor to be tested.
the
i s the tag of
<input)
i s the tag of the s cu to be used for isolated
test i nq ~ Ci n put Io u t put > .
the CPU defined by
port on whi c.h
i s the scu
cpu_tag i s configured (output>.
i s a standard system stat us code. (output>
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o

The reconfig
lock
is set
and it will
remain
set until
processor testing
has been terminated.
Note that th.is will
effectively disallow any
system dynamic
reconfiguration to
take place while processor testing is in progress.

o

The processor_data array in
the scs data base is tested to
determine
if the
processor to be tested is
configured and
offline.
Ci.e. cpu
card is
present and reflects the "off"
state>.

o

A test is made to determine
if at least 2 system controllers
are configured and
online.
If
this is true, and
if the
scu_tdg on input
has d value of -1,
the non-boatload system
controllers are
tested for
the
following criteria
to
determine the system controller to use for ISOLTS testing:
a. The system controller must have at least 64k of memory.
b. The system controller cannot be externally interlaced.
c. The
system controller cannot have any abs_wired pages
within its memory.
Of the system controllers found meeting the above criteria,
the one with the smallest
amount of memory will be picked as
the system controller to be used for ISOLTS testinq.
If the scu_tag on
input has a value other than -1, the user
wishes to specify which
system controller to use.
Tests are
made to ensure that the requested system controller is online
and is not the bootload SCU.

o

Control

is returned to the ISOLTS driver.

reconfig$create_cpu_test_env
This
entry is
called by
the
ISOLTS driver
(through
a
hardcore gate> to set up the isolated environment for testing a
processor. It is called after the operator has performed the
necessary manual reconfiguration.

declare reconfig$create_cpu_test_env entry (fixed bin (5),
fixed bin (5), (4) bit <36), fixed bin C35));
call reconfig$create_cpu_test_env <cou_tag, scu_tag,
switches, code);
where:
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1.

cpu_tag

2•

SC IJ_

:S.

switches

4.

code

0

The processor_test_data structure, in
scs, is initialized.
The a c t iv e
f l a g i s set a n d t he c p u_ t a g and scu_tag are set
with their respective values.

o

The entry
start_cnu$confiqure_test_cpu (described in a later
paragraph) is called to reconfigure the desired processor for
isolated testin~.

o

An unpaged SOW is constructed and its absolute ~ddress is set
to the base of the selected system controller. The SOW bounds
Jre set to 64k,
the user's access is
set to read and write,
and the
ring
brackets set
to
the
user's current
ring
validation
level.
This SOW is swapped for
the SOW of the
reserved hardcore segment "isolts_abs_seg". This will allow
the user
to store
test programs
in this memory area to be
executed by
the
processor
under test.
A pointer
to
isolts_abs_seg can be obtained by the ring 4 user by calling
the ringO_get_$segptr subroutine.

o

The config card image of the processor under test is changed
from the "off" state to the "test" state.

o

Control

tot.n:

ta Q

is the tag of
the
orocessor to be tested.
<input)
is the tag of the SCU to be used for isolated
testing. <input)
is an array
containing discrepancies between
the expected and actual data read by the RSW
1 through RSW 4 instructions. <output)
is a standard system status code. <output>

is returned to the ISOLTS driver.

reconfigidestroy_cou_test_env

This entry is
called (through a
hardcore gate) to
reversal
of
the
reconfiguration
that
was
done
create_cpu_test_env entry.
Jt may also be called by the
answerin~
service
entry deact_proc, in
the event of
ISOLTS process termination.

declare reconfiy$destroy_cpu_test_env entry;
call reconfig$destroy_cpu_test_env;
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o

The active flag in

0

If
the active
flag
is
found on,
scs$processor_test_data is tested.

scs$processor_test_dat~

the

is tested.
scu_state flag in

system
that the e nt ire
flag
indicates
scu_state
I f
the
control lPr
and memory i s beinq used, the system controller
initiated are
testing was
ports
that w·e re enabled before
is
I f
the scu_state
indicates that only 64k
re-enabled.
being used, this step i s skipped.

0

o

The mask assigned to the processor under test is destroyed.

o

All of the memory in the selected system controller is given
back to the system by calling freecore repeatedly.

o

The sow for isolts_abs_seg is set to "O"b.

o

The scs$processor_test_data structure is initialized.

0

The reconfig lock
is reset. At this
time,
system dynamic
reconfiguration of other mainframe system components, may be
resumed.

o

The confiy card image of the
processor under test is changed
from the "test" state back to the "off" state.

o

Control

Eatr.i:

is returned to the caller.

start_cpu$configure_test_cpu

This
entry is
called by
create_cpu_test_env to do the
physical work
of
reconfiguration of the
processor to be tested
and the selected system controller.

declare start_cpu$configure_test_cpu entry CfiKed bin C35));
call start_cpu$configure_test_cpu <code>:
where:
1.

code

is a standard system status code. <output>
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0

The active
flag in
scsiprocessor_test_data
continue, it must be on.

o

A template of the expected switch settings and a switch mask
are built, based on
information known about the processor
to be tested Ccpu tag, scu tag, fault base, etc>. The switch
template and mask
will be
used
later
to compare the
results of read switch instructions.

0

A

o

A primitive test of the processor will

0

Because there is no way to determine if the operator set the
port enable switches for the system controller correctly,
several precautions are taken here.

0

The lower 256k of memory on the selected system controller is
filled with a two instruction sequence of
STA *1 DIS <• is
equal to thP current address>.

0

The first
two pages of
all other non-bootload system
controllers are "borrowed" from the system and the S.TA *'DIS
sequence
is stored in each pair
of
locations of these two
pages.

0

The connect lock
is set and all other active processors are
forced to cease operation by sending them a connect.

0

Selected fault and interrupt vectors in the system zero based
memory
are overlayed with the STA *' DIS sequence after
savin9
their original
contents in the process stack. The
fault ana interrupt vectors overlayed are:
processor_start interrupt
op_not_complete fault
start_up fault
lock_up fault
trouble fault

0

0

call is made to
later
paragraph)
controller.

is checked.

To

init_scu$isolate_test_cpu (described
in a
to
reconfigure
the
selected systein

verify that the manual
reconfiguration was done correctly ~nd that the processor to
be tested
will not pose a threat
to system inteqrity by
running test programs.

A SMIC
instruction is now sent throuqh the selected system
tested
with
a
controller
to
the
processor to
be
processor_start_pattern (interrupt cell O>.
loop is entered, waiting for
location 0 in
the
wait
syst~m
controller's
memory
to
change
as
a
result
of
selected
O
instruction
previously
stored
there.
If
this
the STA

A
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values,
this means
location
changes
reconfiguration was done correctly.

that

the

manual

o

If the wait loop times out, this
~ight mean that either the
processor
to be
tested was not
manually reconfigured
correctly or that the processor is not responding to the SMIC
instruction correctly. Tests are made by searching the other
non-bootload system controller's memory and looking at the
fault and interrupt cells that were overlayed in the bootload
system controller's memory.

o

If
location 0 of
one of
the other system controllers has
changed,
the operator has enabled the wrong port. In this
ca s e , t he
ope r at or
wi l l be
i n f o r med t o re c he c k t he c on f i g
~anel on the processor to be tested.

o

In any case, the fault and interrupt
vectors in the system
zero based memory are restored to their original contents and
the connect
lock is
reset, allowing other processors
to
resume operation.

o

If the test of the other non-boatload system controllers base
of memory did not find any of the
cells changed, if must
be assumed that the processor did not
answer the interrupt
correctly. In any
case, the base 2k of memory on each
of
these system controllers is given back to the system.
2k

o

Each location of
the selected system controller's memory is
now tested to see
if
any
location has
changed. If some
location has changed other than location o, this could mean
that the processor to be tested has an addressing problem.

o

In any
case, an error code is returned
to the caller,
indicating
the nature of the
failure. All
reconfiguration
that has been done up to this
point will be undone before
returning.

0

Assuming
that the
interrupt was
answered correctly by the
processor
to be tested, we now must execute a read switch
program to
ensure
that other
switches have been set
correctly.

o

This is accomplished as follows:
a. A RSW "n", DIS sequence is
set up in locations 0 and 1
the selected system controller's memory.
b. A SMIC
instruction is issued to the processor to
tested.
c. After an appropriate time period has elapsed, a STA 0
written over the RSW "n" instruction.
d. A SMIC
instruction is issued to the processor to
tested.
Page 12
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e. Location 0 should now
contain information that
in the A register, as a
result of
executing
instruction.
f. This
information is saved and this
RSW, STA
rPpeated for
each of
4 tags
C1
through 4)
instruction.

was stored
the RSW "n"
sequence is
of the
RSW

o

The read switch data is now exclusive
ored with the switch
template and "anded" with the switch mask. The result of this
boolean operation
should yield a value of
zero if all the
processor
con fig
switches
were
set
correctly.
If
discrepancies
are
found,
the
resultant
switch data
is
returned to the caller along with an appropriate error code.

o

Assuming that the read switch
test found no discrepancies, a
test
is now made
to determine
if a
"LDA
2" instruction
operates correctly. This is accomplished as follows:
a. Location 2 of our dedicated

o.

b.

c.
d.
e.
f.

0

memory is set with a value of

,

LDA 2, DIS
instruction pair i s set i n locations 0 an
of our dedicated memory.
processor to be
i s sued
to the
instruction i s
A SM IC
tested.
After an appropriate time period has elapsed, a STA 0 is
written over the L DA 0 i n s t r u c t i on •
processor to be
issued
to the
A SM IC
instruction i s
tested.
Location 0 (and the A register) should now tontain a value
of U. If
this is not
true, an appropriate error code is
returned to the caller.
A

memory in the
selected system
Since we
want to
return all
system paging pool,
we must
controller
above 64k
to the
verify that the
processor to be tested cannot address above
64k. (Because of the 64k size plug.> This is accomplished as
follows:
a.

The "store
fault" fault
vector address
in our dedicated
memory is overlayed with a STA*' DIS pair.
b. Locations O and 1 of our dedicated memory are overlayed
with a LOA 65536 C64k), DIS pair.
c. A SMIC
instruction is
issued to the
processor t~
be
tested.
d. After an appropriate delay
period, the store fault vector
is
checked, it
should contain a value
of O. If it does
not, an appropriate error code is returned to the caller.

0

Since our active test
programs will be using a simulated IOM
terminate interrupt
(interrupt
cell 12>
for testing, we
must check to see if the processor to be tested is capable of
answering this interrupt. This is done as follows:

O
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d. scsicpu_test_pattern is set with bit 13 which is analogous
to interrupt cell 12.
b. ThP
IOM 0 terminate vector location in our dedicated
memory is overlayed with a STA •, DIS pair.
c. A SMIC instruction is issued to the processor to be tested
with the SMIC pattern in scs$cpu_test_pattern.
d. After an appropriate delay period, the
IOM.0 terminate
interrupt vector
location is checked and should be equal
to zero. If this is not true an appropriate error code is
returned to the caller.
o

The original port
masks for the selected system controller,
in addition to the
port on which the processor to be tested
is on, is restored by an SSCR-CFG instruction.

u

The processor required state is now reset.

o

All memory above 64k in the
selected system controller is
given back to the system by calling freecore repeatedly.

o

The

0

If all the
above tests
worked correctly, the error
set to zero and control is returned to th• caller.

Eat ex:

scu_stat~

indicator is changed to a value of "11"b.
code

is

start_cpu$int_test_cpu

This entry is
called by
the
ISOLTS driver
(through a
hardcore gate> to send an interrupt to the processor under test,
via a SMIC instruction.

decldre start_cpu$int_test_cpu entry (fixed bin (35));
call start_cpu$int_test_cpu (code);
where:
1.

o

code

is a standard system status code. (output>

The active flag in scs$processor_test_data is tested. It must
be on to continue.
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0

The mask_cpu tag in
scs$processor_test_data is picked up and
the
ISOLTS process is
forced to run
on that
processor by
calling pxss~set_proc_required.

o

The cpu_tag of
the
processor under
test
is
picked
up
from
scs$processor_test_data
and
used
in the
call
to
privileged_mode_util$smic_oort (described in a later section>
along with the smic_pattern from scs$cpu_test_pattern.

o

The processor_required state is reset
if reQuired.
Cif the
scu state
state
indicates
we
have
the entire system
controller
usurped,
the
processor_required state
is not
reset).

0

control

is returned to the caller.

ini t_scu$i solate_test_cpu
This
entry is
called by
start_cpu$configure_test_cpu to
reconfigure
the selected system controller in order to effect
isolation of the processor to be tested.

declare init_scu$isolate_test_cpu entry
call init_scu$isolate_test_cpu <code);

(fixed bin (35));

where:
1.

0

0

0

code

is a standard

sy~tem

status code.

<output>

The active flag in scs$processor_test_data is tested. It must
be set to continue.

A search is made to find a processor that has a mask assigned
to the
selected
system controller. This processor is then
designated as our
active processor
and the cpu tag is saved
in scs$processor_test_data.mask_cpu.
The confiq rlata
for the selected
system controller is saved
in
scs$cfg_data_save to be
restored after
testing has been
terminated.
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0

me mo r y
All of
the
removed
controller is
pc_abs$remove_core.

the
configured on
paging
from
the

selected system
pool
by calling

o

The scu_state flag· is changed to a value of "01"b.

o

Our active process is forced
to run on our designated active
processor by calling pxss$set_proc_required with our active
cpu as an argument.

0

scs$cpu_test_mask
is initialized with
the port mask set for
only the ports of the
processor under test and the mask_cpu.
The interrupt mask field is set to allow a cell 0 and cell 12
interrupt only.

o

An

SSCR-CFG instruction is
issued to the selected system
with the port enable bits set on for the processor
under test and our active
cpu. An interrupt mask register is
also assigned to each of these ports.
controll~r

o

The scu_state flag

is changed to a value of "10"b.

0

Control is
returned
to the
caller.
Note
that
control is
returned without
releasing the
processor_reQuired state. we
are therefore forced to run on the mask_cpu.
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ADDITIONAL HARDCORE ENTRIES REQUIRED TO SUPPORT ISOLTS.
New Hardcore Gate Segment
In order
to
control
access to thP new entries in the
reconfiguration software, a
new hardcore
gate segment
(tandd_)
wi l l h e n e c e s s a r y •
Cu r r en t l y a c c e s s
to s y s t e 'm r e c on f i g u r a t i on
software
is controlled on the hphcs_ gate segment. It would seem
an unacceptable security risk to give the TOLTS project access to
this highly pr,vi leged ~ate. In addition, the TOLTS project
currently must have
access to the phcs_ gate segment. By making
the µhes_ entries required by the TOLTS project also available on
the tandd
~ate, the
test
and diagnostic
software could be
changed to usP this
new gat~. This would
require that the TOLTS
project have access to only one hardcore gate segment, tandd_,
and system administrators would be able to control this access
much more effectively.
Operator !Juery Facility
In order to allow operations to have complete control of the
system configuration, a generalized operator query facility will
be
nece~sary.
Isolated
testing of a processor might well be
attempted by a Field Engineering specialist at a remote locati6n.
In such a situation,
the Field Engineer would have no knowledge
of what was
happening at any particular instant at the compute'
site. It would be unwise to allow this
Field Engineer to ~ffect
system reconfi~uration
without
knowledge and
aoproval of
the
computer operations
personnel.
Because of
this,
the
ISOLTS
hardcore reconfiguration software will be designed to not allow
any
reconfiguration to take place without
permission asked and
granted from the operator. Also, since the ISOLTS reconfiguration
software must rely on the operator to thange configuration ~witch
settings, a means must be available to ask the operator to change
the switches and wait for his response. This is somewhat like the
µre-MR5.0 dynamic reconfiguration software.
A New Privileyed Entry
A ne~ entry in the
privileged_mode_util subroutine will
be
necessary to allow execution of a SMlC
instruction thr6ugh any
system controller
port. The current "smic" entry only allows
sending a SMIC
through the
boatload system controller. The new
entry, srnic_port,
will require the port number through which to
execute the SMIC
instruction as an
argument, in addition to the
smic pattern argument.
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TEST PROGRAMS USED FOR ISOLATED TESTING
Ideally, new test routines could be written to execute under
ISOLTS. The
fact that an active system is
available to inspect
the results of
a particular test execution would be a powerful
Jiagnost1c aide.
However manpower,
budget, and time constraints
dictate that existing test routines will have to be used.
The offline Processor And Store
version 2 (PAS2) processor
test programs, in conjunction with the PAS2 test and diagnostic
executive and the Primitive Function Tests (PFTs> will be used as
the active test routines for JSOLTS.
The PFTs
are a group of go-nogo
tests which
run, in the
offline mode, as a
result of booting the offline T & D tape.
Their function
is to verify the basic 20
instruction subset of
the series 6000 instruction repertoire
that will be used by the
PAS2 executive. If
the first PFT executes correctly, the second
PFT is read in and so on until finally the PAS2 executive is read
in by the last PFT. If any of
the PFTs fail1 the processor halts
at d DIS
instruction
and by obtaining the instruction counter
value of the DIS instruction from the processor maintenance panel
and looking at
a listing for
the failing
PFT, a field engineer
can determine the functional area of failure.
Together,
the PAS2 executive and processor
test programs
provide functional test and limited diagnostics for all functions
of a processor not tested by the PFTs.
The PAS2 e~ecutive
provides control
sequencinq and utility
service functions
for the
PAS2 test programs. In
the offline
mode, all
requests
to perform
IIO to a
tape unit, printer or
console, are either
communicated to the PAS2 executive from the
test proqrams via
Master Mode Entry faults (MMEs>, or initiated
by the
PAS2
e~ecutive
directly.
Program option control
and
oper~tor
interruption and
termination of a test are handled by
the PAS?. executive as well.
The PAS? processor tests provide functional testing for all
in a processor.
If run in a fixed
sequence, as they are
desiqned to be, they
can be thought of as
building blocks. Each
test checks
out a particular functional area of the processor,
and this funttional area is used in the next test in the sequence
to
chetk out
a functional
area of
greater
complexity.
This
sequence continues t~rough all
of the tests, until the last test
is encountered. This ldst
test, the
instruction sequence test,
chPcks out processor
instructions in
random sequences to ensure
that no instruction interaction or crosstalk occurs. If the PAS2
processor tests are
run out of their
designed sequence, through
operator option, a
warning is printed that the
test called in
uses unverified instructions and then a list of these unverified
instructions is displayed for the operator's inspection.
lo~ic
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In addition to the above test
routines, a very basic and
primitive
test is
performed
by the
ISOLTS
reconfiguration
software in
hardcore to
ensure that
the
CPU under test
is
configured correctly
and will not
jeopardize
system integrity
when running the aforementioned test programs. Because this basic
configuration test is
performed before the primitive
function
tests are
executea, only four
software
instructions are used.
Either a STA •, DJS, a
RSW n, DIS
or a LOA n,
DIS sequence is
overlayed in
selected parts
of the
dedicated memory. These
instruction pairs are executed by the processor under test, upon
rec~ipt of an
interrupt
<forcing a hardware
XED instruction to
execute the 2 instructions in the
interrupt cell address>. If a
failure occuts during this primitive test, further testing of the
processor is not allowed to continue and
diagnostics about the
nature of the failure are communicated to the 1SOLTS user.
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ISOLTS DRIVER/TEST EXECUTIVE COMMUNICATION RfGION
Communication between the
ISOLTS driver and the active test
executives
Cthe PFTs
and the
PAS2
executive), will
be
accomplished using a four-word communication region or "mailbox"
drea. This mailbox area will be set in all the PFTs and the PAS2
exec in a predetermined and standard
location and all of the
locations within the mailbox area will be assembled to contain a
value of zero.
The
format of
this
mailbox area is described
below:
word 0 -

ISOLTS/offline control.
If word 0 has a value of zero, then the PFT or PAS2
exec is
operating in the offline mode. If word 0
has a non zero value, the
ISOLTS subsystem is
control ling the execution of a particular test.

word 1 - ISOLTS service requested.
If word 1 has a value of
zero, then
requested. If word 1 has a non zero
is required by the ISOLTS driver.
type of service is
indicated by the
word 2 of the mailbox area.

no service was
value, service
The particular
a c t i on c ode i n

Word 2 - Service action codes.
The
least significant 15 bits of mailbox word 2
contain the action code for a service request for
either the test executives or the
ISOLTS driver
depending on the particular action code.
Bit 21 is
the only action code that will
be acted on by the
test executive (PAS2>.
Bits 27 through 35 contain
the action codes initiated by the test executives
to be acted on by the ISOLTS driver. The definition
of these action codes is described below:
bit 21 - Halt operation
immediate. The result of a
quit
request or
the
invocation of
the
ISOLTS cleanup
condition handler.
An
output options message
request Cbit 29>
followed by an input request Cbit 30> will
be returned by PAS2.
bits 22-26 - reserved for future use.
bit 27 - Test
complete/load next
program. Load
indicated test
program into slave program
area. The BCD name of the program to load
is located in mailbox word 3. This is the
only action code that is set by the PFTs.
bit 28 - Test
completion/output options message.
Used
if only one
test
program has been
requested to be executed, or after the end
Page 20
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bit 29 -

bit 3J -

bit 31 -

bit 32 -

bit 33 -

MTB 357

of the test sequence. This request will be
followed by an input request Cbit 30>.
Output options message.
Used after
an
error message, a halt immediate request or
PAS2
initialization. This request will be
followed by an inout request Cbit 30>.
Inout request. Request for program options
to be enterPd or a question to answered.
A pointer
to an
area
to store the
requested input
strinq and word length is
located in mailbox word 3.
Type message. Output message to the ISOLTS
driver terminal. A pointer to the message
and the word length
is located in mailbox
word 3.
Print message.
Outout
message to the
ISOLTS users
terminal or route message to
the isolts_err_log
depending on the state
of the error flag Cbit 33>.
Error
flag.
This
flag
is used
in
conjunction with the print message request
and when set
indicates
that
the print
message
request if for
the first line of
an error message. In this case the message
to be printed
will
be
routed to
the
isolts_err_log instead of the ISOLTS users
tPrminal.

bits 34-35 - Reserved for future use.
word 3 - Program name/messaqe pointer and length.
Contains
either a BCD
character
string, or
a
relative pointer in the
upper half and word length
in the
lower half,
depending upon
the particular
action code in word 2.
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METHOD OF TESTING
The method of
testing and
communication between the ISOLTS
driver
and the
test
executives
can best
be
described by the
following
sequential
example,
starting
with
the
PFTs and
continuing into the PAS2 test programs.
n

An ISOL

o

determination of resources and
appropriate hardcore
reconfiguration
<described in
an earlier
section)
is
dccomplished, control is returned to the ISOLTS driver.

o

At this time the ISOLTS driver has a
pointer to an unpaged
segment
that
bounds our dedicated memory area and a mask
re~ister
in the
selected SCU has been set
up enabling the
active process to communicate with the processor under test.

o

The name of the
first PFT
is picked up
from an internal
static location within the ISOLTS driver and a library search
is
initiated to
find this
PFT within the Multics storage
system.

o

Assuming that
the requested
test is
found, the driver goes
through a
loading precess and copies the
core image of the
appropriate PFT into the dedicated memory area.

o

Word 0 of the
previously mentioned mailbox area is set to a
non-zero value, indicating that ISOLTS is in control.

o

An IOM 0 terminate interrupt (interrupt cell 12> is simulated
in the CPU under test, by issuing a SMIC instruction from the
active process through the selected SCU.

0

At this time, the
active process sets
2-second intervals and goes to sleep.

o

The CPU under test gets the
interruot because it was left in
a DIS state by the
minimal hardcore test that was performed
earlier (described in an earlier section).

0

T~

t~st

request is issued Ci .e. test cpu a>.

Aft~r

a timer, to go off at

Since this is the
same way that the PFT gets control in the
off line
world
<assuming that the
tape unit
from which the
boot was issued ~as attached
to IOM O>, the PFT continues as
normal with no knowledge that ISOLTS is in control.

o

If the first PFT finds no
problems, !OM mailboxes are set up
to read the next
record off the boot
tape as if the PFT was
executing in the off line mode.

0

uefore
issuing the
CIOC
instruction to read
tape, the PFT
tests the ISOLTS
control flag and
finds it set. He will now
Page 22
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transfer to a subroutine to set up the ISOLTS mailbox instead
issuing a CIOC
instruction. Within
this subroutine, the
Load next program action code (bit 27) is set in mailbox word
2 and the program
name of the next
PFT is stored in mailbox
word 3.

of

0

The PFT now sets word
of
the mailbox area, to a non-zero
value
and talls
into a DIS
state,
awaiting action by the
I50L TS driver.

o

While the PFT was executing,
the ISOLTS driver was sleeping,
wakiny uµ
every 2 seconds and checking to
see if word 1 of
the mai Lbox area had changed
from a zero value to a non-zero
value. If word 1 had not changed states, the driver goes back
to
sleei..
If
mailbox
word 1 had not
changed
states in
approximately
1
minute, it
is
assumed
that the
test has
failed and
the field
engineer is
instructed to physically
inspect the processor under test to determine the failure.

o

If the PFT just executed dirl
not fail and mailbox word 1 has
been set to a non-zero value,
the ISOLTS driver picks up the
next PFT
test
from mailbox
word 3,
finds
this PFT in the
appropriate
Library, Loads the core
imaqe of the new PFT in
the dedicated merrory area,
sets mailbox word 0 to a non-zero
value, sets the connect
operand word port number to the port
number of
the CPU
under test and
issues a simulated IOM 0
terminate interrupt.

0

Thi s
PF Ts
sequence
continues
until a L L of the
!:'xecuted or un t i L an ISOLTS d r i ve r timeout 0 CC.Ur S •

0

0

have been

/', f t er the
completed successfully, a load next
Last PFT has
program act ion code i s again set up in mailbox word 2 and the
BCD name of the PAS2 exec i s stored in mailbox word 3.
The PAS2 executive program
is now found
in the appropriate
library and the core
image
is
loaded into
the
dedicated
me mo r y a r e a • ~, a i l b o x wo r d 0 i s s e t t o a n o n - z e r o v a l u e • A
system survey
table is
built in the
appropriate area as if
the last PFT had performed this
function. (This part of the
last PFT
was bypassed as the
result of the
ISOLTS control
flay
being non
zero.>
This
survey
table
will
contain
simulated channels and device numbers for a tape subsystem, a
printer and a console, as
well as a
simulated
IOM port
numl>er, that wi Ll again be
set to the port number of the CPU
under
test. To bypass
unnecessary questions
from the
PAS2
exec, the
simulated tape
subsystem is set
to a MTS400 type
CASA) and the simulated printer .is set to a PRT201 type.
IOM O terminate
interrupt is
issued via a SMIC
instruction, and the active
process goes into a sleep, check
mailbox servic~ request flag, sleep loop.

A simulated
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The last PFT gets
the interrupt and transfers to the canned
address value of the PAS2 initialization routine.

u

"uring initialization, the PAS2 exec tests t~e ISOLTS control
flag and finds it set. He
then overlays the CIOC instruction
in the IOM connect
routine to a transfer to a subroutine to
set uo the ISOLTS mailbox.

o

After the PAS2
exec initializes itself, an I/O is set up to
output the
PAS2 greeting message on the console.
However
instead of issuing a CIOC instruction, control is transferred
to
the
ISOLTS
service
routine.
The
PAS2
exec
uses the
simuldted console channel as
a key to determine what service
code to set. In
this case the service
code for type message
(bit 31>
is set
in mailbox
word 2 and
pointer and lP.nqth
information, about
the PAS2 qreetinq message is stored
in
mailbox word 3. The ISOLTS
service request flag is now set
and the PAS? exec falls into a DIS.

o

Th.:- next interval that the ISOLTS driver wakes up, the ISOLTS
service flag
is
checked and
found to be
set. The
ISOLTS
driver checks
the service code and determines that it must
display a messaJe on the ISOLTS terminal. The message pointer
anJ word count are
used to pick uo
the messaqe. The message
is
converted to
~SCII, any
ignore characters are stripped
off, and the message is output on the ISOLTS terminal.

0

An IOM 0 terminate
interrupt
driver goes back to sleep.

is

simulated

and the

ISOLTS

When

the PA52
exec
receives the
terminate
interrupt, it
just as if
the
terminate had come
from the write
consnle request to outout the greeting message.

pr~ceeds

o

The PAS2 exec now prepares a
formatted message that contains
the processor
confiquration.
In the
offline mode,
this
information is
normally output to the
printer, so PAS2 sets
uµ the
first
line to be output to
the
simulated printer
channel.
A print
message
service code (bit
32> is set in
mailbox word 2. The ISOLTS
service request flag is set and
the PAS2 exec fat ls into a DIS.

u

The next interval that the ISOLTS driver wakes up, the ISOLTS
service flaq is
checked and is found
to be set. The service
code is checked and it is determined that a print reQuest is
required. The message
pointer and length
information
in
mailoox word 3, are used to pick up the
requested message.
The message is
converted to ascii,
and
since
the error
service
reQuest flag
Cbit 33)
was not set,
the message is
output on the ISOLTS terminal.
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0.

An IOM 0 terminate
interrupt is
simulated
driver qoes back to its sleep loop.

0

Th i s sequence 0 f
interdctions between
the I SOL TS driver and
the PAS2
exec
is
continued u nt i l
lines of
the
all
cont igurdt ion
message have
been
processed.
At th i s time,
control i s returned to the PAS2 exec.
The PAS2 exec responds
by setting up a output options mess age (bit 29) service code.

o

After the
ISOLTS driver
displays the
"options?" message on
Lhe ISOLTS
terminal, a
terminate is again
sent to the PAS2
exec. The PAS2 exec responds
with an input request (bit 30>.
The ISOLTS
driver waits for
the ISOLTS
operator to respond
with
some set
of
valid PAS2 options. A program might b~
called in
with a
"pymxxx"
response, or the
operator might
depress a line feed character
or a carriage return character
<simulating the offline response of depressing the EOM button
on the system console>. This is a default request to sequence
through all of the PAS2 processor tests.

o

Assuming that the
ISOLTS operator
wants to sequence through
at l of the
processor tests, and depresses the return key on
the terminal, control is
returned to PAS2 by issuing a IOM 0
terminate interrupt.

0

The PAS2 exec responds by searching its tables of legal tests
and finds the first test in the sequence. The BCD name of the
test is
loaded into mailbox
word 3 and a
Load test program
service code (bit 27) is set in mai Lbox word 2.

o

driver searches
the
appropriate library for the
test program.
Assuming it is found, the core image
of the requested test is
Loaded in the dedtcated memory area
and a IOM 0 terminate interrupt is simulated.

and the

I SOL TS

lhe ISOLTS

re~1Jested

a

The PAS2 exec
responds by transferring
control to the test
µrogram Loaded at the slave program base location.

o

If the test
proqram found no errors,
control is returned to
thP
PAS2
exec
and
the
next
program
in
the sequence is
requPsted to be loaded by the ISOLTS driver.

0

0

This
sequence
continues until
all test
executed or until an error is detected.

programs have been

If an error is
detected, an error
message is written to the
error message file, a Line at
a time, and then a request for
prayram options service code
is returned by the PAS2 exec At
this time any valid PAS2 options may be entered.
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CHAN~ES

TO CURRENT OFFLJNE TEST PROGRAMS

Chan~es
to
the
current
offline Primitive Function Tests,
rAS2
exer and
PAS2
processor
programs,
should be
kept
to a
minimum. A design goal for
the ISOLTS
subsystem is to make all
necPSSary changes in such a fashion as to have one common version
of the dtfected test programs
that will run off line as
well
as
online.
Also, changes
•..ii ll be made
as general
as possible so
that other operating systems might take advantage of the ISOLTS
technique.

Lhanqes to the Primitive Function Tests
Chdnges to
the PFTs
involve assembling
in
the
four
ISOLlS
mailbox area, transferring to a routine to set
the ld_program service code and set the service request flag
instead of issuing a CIOC
instruction, and branching around
Port and IOM channel
surveys, depending on the condition of
thP lSOLTS control flag.
wor~

Changes to

the PAS2 Executive

The PAS2
exPc will
require
the
assembling in of the
four worj mailbox area <set at 1170 octal), and transferring
to a
routine
that
can decode
or
set the
appropriate
lSOLTS action codes in the mailbox arPa instead of issuing a
CIOC instruction.
These changes are
fairly minor. However,
since
the
PAS2 exec
is
currently
running out of space
<currently
there is less
than one k of
space left between
the end of the exec and the slave
base),
and since anyone
makiny
Lhanges
to PAS2
is constrained
to use only the
twenty
instruct 1on subset
of
the
6000
repertoire,
the
addition of coding
of
this nature
may run over into the
slave program area. If this
happens, then the slave program
base
will
have
to
be
moved
from
the
current 60000
<octal) address to 100000
<octal) as has recently been done
for the NSA PAS2 exec.
Chan1~£·c;

to

the PAS2 Processor Test Programs

Unless
the
PAS2 slave base is moved up to 100000
<octal), then
no changes
will have to be
made to the test
programs themselves. However
if the
slave base
is
moved,
lt
will
require changes to
all the PAS2
processor tests.
Most of the
tests could be
changed by merely changing the
"ory"
pseudo-op
to
a
value
of
100000
(octal>
and
resembling.
However,
in
some tests
this
may
prove more
difficult, as some are address dependent.
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~esides
the
changes
listed above,
it
would be
highly
desirable
if the
PFTs, PAS2 exec, and the PAS2
test programs
could
be
assembled
in
relocatable
form,
with
symdefs
def ininq any
,1ddress that the
ISOLTS driver has
to know This
would mdke
the
ISOLTS driver
completely
ind~pendent of
any
future
changes
to
these
programs, as reQuired addresses could
be df'termined at program .load time.
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ISOLTS ERROR MESSAGE FILE

~rror messaqes
that are produced by
the PAS2 executive and
test programs are
rather lengthy and, in
the off line world, are
output to a printer. In the
interest of making as few changes as
possible to
the PAS2
scheme
for
ISOLTS, a printer could
be
required to
be attached
to the
ISOLTS driver
process. However
this would be
a gross misuse of
system
resources
and could
inhibit some
sites from
allowing ISOLTS to be run until normal
printer traffic had
di~d down. In
additfon, one of the featur~s
of ISOLTS is that a Field Engineering specialist might be running
ISOLTS trom a remote location.
It would be of little use to this
sµecialist to have error messages go to a printer at the computer
site. Hecause of the above
reasons, the PAS2 error messages will
be written to a Multi cs storage system file.

The
ISOLTS error
message
file will
be maintained by the
ISOLTS driver and will he permanently located in the ISOLTS users
default working directory (home
directory). It will be organized
much like the
syserr_log file. It will
have a maximum length of
64k,
tlit
messiiqe entries will
be
ti'lle
stamped and will he
structured in a threaded
list. When the
64k
maximum has been
redched,
the
least
recently
used
message entries will
be
overlayed.
A header at
the
base of
the
error
file
will be
maintained and will contain a pointer to the last message entry.
Thi'.; pointer will be updated as each new message entry is added.
at

ISOLTS driver reauests will be available Cwhen the driver is
dn "OPTluNS?" request point) to:
a.
b.

c.
d.

e.

display
display
4ueue a
queue a
queue a

the last message entry on the users terminal.
the nth message entry on the users terminal.
~print
request for the last message entry.
dprint request for the last n entries.
dprint request for the entire error file.

Duriny ISOLTS initialization, the ISOLTS driver searches for
the error messaye file in the users rlefault workinq directory Cit
will have d namf> of
"isolts_err_log"). If it is not found, it is
crecited and
initialized. If it is found,
error messages will be
written to the next
available entry
location. In this way, a
date/time-stampP.d continuous log of ISOLTS error messages will be
ma i ntd in ed.
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A WORD TO MARKETING

In recent
years, MOS memory
technology
has undergone many
evolutionary
changes.
Currently a
four
mega
word
system
controller cabinPt may contain up to 512k words of MOS memory and
I dm sure that density will
increa~e to one mega word per system
controller
cabinet,
before another
year
has
passed.
This
certainly makes it
tempting for marketing
to sell a system with
only one system controller to
siqnificantly
reduce the cost.
However I
would like
to point out
here
that if a
system
is
delivered with only one system controller, not
only does
it
rlisallow the online testin~ of processors, but also the presence
of qnly one system controller on a system makes it impossible to
maintain system availability
in the event
that
the .system
controller fails. Another point
is that although only two system
controllers are required to
allow ISOLTS to be run~ it is hi~hly
desirable to have at
least three system controllers. Consider a
system with two system controllers each of which has 512k ~ords
of memory
configured. When
ISOLTS is started and until basic
processor addressing is verified, an entire system controller and
its memory is
usurpP.d fro:n the system., in
this case half of the
systems memory. It
is
important to note
that
although ISOLTS
requires the exclusive use of a
system controller and all of its
memory
for a
period of
time, it
requires a relatively small
amount of
memory (as
Litt le as 64k words> to be
configured on
that system controller.
It is therefore highly desirable to have
a system controller with a small amount of memory configured as a
non-boatload system controller. This function coul~ orove to be a
mdrket area for older technology memories and system controller~.
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